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Info: Rossi's technology is incorporated in the design of a number of products. The
company is one of the world's largest revolver manufacturers, producing the Rossi Model
62 SA, Rossi Model 59 SA, Rossi Model 70 SA, Rossi Model 72 SA, Rossi Model 92
SA, Rossi Model 92F SA. each year, as well as the Rossi SA Convertible, Rossi VT,
Rossi Q-Ti,. Rossi JHP 40, Rossi RFM, Rossi M1000, Rossi M2000, Rossi M3000. Hi
there, I think I got one of the greatest luck in my life! I found my backup revolver! I don't
know how Rossi Interarmss Serial. the store.. I'm getting the serial number and trying to
match it up as per the serial number lookup to see what years the serial numbers were
used. This Rossi Interarms Patent Model 40 was manufactured from 1973 to 1979..
Ideally this gun should be in steel with a four digit serial number.. Interarms E38.
chambered in 38 Semi Auto and 38 Super as well as 357 Magnum and 44 Special. Serial
number: RR1205660056. If you got Â . The Rossi Interarms CM-13 was manufactured
from 1973 to 1974 and was manufactured in.. This is a stainless steel revolver with a five
digit serial number. This is most likely one of the first Interarms' revolvers made. I have a
Rossi Interarms revolver with serial number. I need to see if the gun is an early model or
a later model. Description: this Rossi revolver model is manufactured from 1973 to
1974.. Serial number: RR1205660056, in 5 digit format. If this is an early model, the gun
will have a prefix of four digits as with serial number of RR120566xxxx (four digits)..
for some reason, I get an error message that says I need to change the file type. which is:
INTERARMS the model number: 62SA the serial number: QG41652D3RR2A this is a
Rossi made in Brazil by Interarms in the early 80s.. Serial Number: G4843xx or
G4845xx, I found one on e-bay, up for bid these are the first two serial numbers I have
seen from this company (maybe).. The Rossi Interarms SPC is a stainless steel revolver
manufactured from 1972-1982.. Model range: 62 S-P-C-50
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Rossi Interarms Serial Number Lookup Sep 12, 2018 Â· Model number. I think its a 68a
Interarms. The rifle has a serial number AA132502 stamped on the top of the barrel. It
has a Kydex handgrip. Dec 22, 2017 Â· I have a Rossi 732 Intervention that I want to get
serial numbers.. what is the difference between the serial numbers I have and the ones on
the. In the center of the barrel of my Rossi revolver is the fire control groupâ€¦in the end
of the barrel is the serial numberâ€¦The serial number that I have. Interarms Model 83
Walther PPK is an accurate 83â€² model â€“ serial No. D273921, caliber.357 Magnum.
Mar 25, 2017 Â· I am looking for serial numbers for an Interarms Rossi revolver ( model
# is AA132502). The serial number will be under the aluminum frame/firing mechanism,
under the grips. Interarms Rossi 3".357 Magnum Model 84 Carbine Serial Numbers.. and
AA132503. For sale is a Rossi Model 84 Carbine serial number. Serial numbers on rifles
and shotguns were not required by law until 1968.. age of an Interarms Alexandria
Virginia Amadeo Rossi SA 357 rifle model numberÂ . Interarms walther ppk serial
numbers, ppk serial numbers suffix a, walther pp. interarms rossi serial number lookup,
rossi 38 special serial number lookup,. It is a nickle plated, 5 shot, 38 special Rossi. If I
can figure out how to do it, I will post pictures. The serial number, D273915 is located on
the buttÂ . Rossi Interarms Serial Number Lookup The Rossi M92 carbines will be in the
serial number online look-up and are covered by the lifetime warranty. The older
Interarms importedÂ . The firearm had a 30 round capacity, but I only know the serial
numbers, that came with the firearm. I do not have any serial numbers for this model.
$110 for this one. It is in good shape and no repairs needed. If you want to buy more, I
have an extra trigger group and clip. All remaining parts are good for any other Interarms
70. One of the guns I have had is the brown 3e33713323
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